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ABSTR ACT: Autism is a complex developmental neurological disorder causing impaired function and structure of brain development. According to
a recent report from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), autism is estimated to affect 1 in 88 children in USA.1 In spite of several
reports linking prenatal exposure to environmental toxins and to microbial agents via infections to a spectrum of autism and autism-like disorders, to date,
neither the associated risk factor nor the pathophysiological mechanisms have been established unequivocally. The impact of these environmental agents is
believed to be similar to that of other neuropsychiatric disorders. Earlier, we have reported the impact and immunological implications of mercury and viral
infections in autism. In this review, we highlight the current incidence of autism, discuss brain development in autism, present the prominent features of
neuroanatomy in autism, describe neurodegenerative findings in autistic individuals, summarize the hypotheses to explain autism, and provide a perspective
of the molecular events in autism and autism spectrum disorders (ASD). The early events that trigger this complex cluster of neurological disorders may
involve the breach of cellular interface, which leads to the influx of water which in turn damages the developing neurons during the early stages of brain
development. Alternatively, neurodegenerative disorders can be caused by the interaction of environmental agents like heavy metals with transport proteins
like aquaporins and gap junction protein complexes embedded in the neuronal network during synaptogenesis.
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Introduction

Neurodegenerative diseases are considered as a group of disorders that seriously and progressively impair the functions of
the nervous system through selective neuronal vulnerability
of specific brain regions like the cerebellum and in particular
the Purkinje cells.2 Microbial infections in synergy with environmental toxicants like heavy metals may trigger processes
that are directly or indirectly linked to degenerative disorders. In the event of a severe environmental insult, incomplete
maturation of areas of the brain undergoing organization and
development at the time of the insult may result in incomplete
development. These events at the submolecular level involve
the tight junction proteins (TJPs) of the epithelial cells from
the nasopharynx, gastrointestinal (GI) tract, or endothelial

cells of the blood–brain barrier (BBB) along with the gap
junction proteins (GJPs) of the immune cells thus forming
a quad comprising of the nasopharynx/gut/brain/immune
axis concomitantly with other small solute transport proteins
including aquaporins (AQPs). Previously, we had described
how autoimmunity and viral infection in the presence of
environmental heavy metal exposure aid in inflammation
which may be the immunological trigger for autism. 3 In this
review, we highlight the current incidence of autism, discuss
brain development in autism, present the prominent features
of neuroanatomy in autism, describe neurodegenerative findings in autistic individuals, summarize the hypotheses to
explain autism, and provide a perspective on key molecular
events (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Autism: a neurodegenerative disease with environmental and microbial interactions.

Autism: An Urgent Public Health Issue

Autism was first described by Leo Kanner in 1943 as “children
locked within themselves.” Developmental disorders such as
autism and autism spectrum disorders (ASD) encompass a
large set of associated cognitive and neurobehavioral disorders, including impaired verbal and/or nonverbal communication. These spectrum of disorders may result in impaired
socialization.4 Autism affects 400,000 Americans, with 1–2
new cases per 1,000 births in the United States. Based on
U.S. Census domestic and worldwide data, it is estimated that
the number of people affected by the disorder is growing at
a rate of roughly 1.2% annually in the U.S. and 1.4% annually worldwide.5 It has been characterized as “a disorder of
neuronal organization, that is, the development of the dendritic tree, synaptogenesis, and the development of the complex connectivity within and between brain regions.”6 Unlike
other diseases or disorders, autism is undetectable other than
by the behavior and communication of the affected individual.
Autism is found in every country and area of the world and
is present in all racial, ethnic, religious, and socioeconomic
backgrounds.
Autism cannot be identified biologically with a simple
medical test like a brain scan or a blood test. Autism in early
childhood development is often identified by the abnormal
functioning of learning, motor, and communication skills in
16
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children.7 Many children spend their first years of life undiagnosed and untreated before the disorder becomes diagnosed
by a physician. Autism has spread throughout the world at
an increasingly alarming rate. The Autism Society of America
considers autism to be an epidemic, and Dr. Jose Cordero,
Director of the Centers for Disease Control’s National Center on Birth Defects and Development Disabilities, confirms
statistics that establish autism as an “urgent public health
issue.” 7 Epidemiological studies have revealed the importance
of external and/or environmental factors and the modification
in the factors. In 1994, ASD occurred once in 10,000 births,
but as of today one child out of 166 births will have ASD.
Of the many children who are born with ASD, five times as
many males will be identified with having ASD than females.
Reported statistics show that ASD is found in 1 in 54 males
and 1 in 252 females.7 Although a large proportion of individuals with autism manifest abnormal development from birth,
a subset of at least 20–30% experience a regression with onset
between 18 and 24 months of age after a period of apparently
normal development.8 Autism is commonly manifested by
age 3 and characterized by impairments in social interaction
and communication, as well as restricted, repetitive, stereotyped patterns of behavior. The neuropathologic findings and
its characteristic behaviors are clinical manifestations of both
pre- and postnatal alterations.
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Brain Development in Autism

The brain of a fetus develops throughout pregnancy, and it is
generally accepted that autism is caused by abnormalities in
brain structures or functions during this stage. A very high
proportion of cells of the nervous system are developed before
birth. In normal development, cells migrate to a specific area of
the brain and differentiate to take on special functions. Each
neuron connects with other neurons, and in this way, communications are established between various areas of the brain
and between the brain and the rest of the body. As each neuron receives a neuronal signal, it passes the signal to the next
neuron. By birth, the brain has compartmentalization of different functions in distinct regions and subregions, but brain
development does not stop at birth. The brain continues to
change during the first few years of life, as new neurotransmitters become activated and additional lines of communication
are established. Problems appear when normal brain development is impaired. Improper cellular migration in the brain may
cause problems with the neural pathways or the neurotransmitters interfere with the coordination of sensory information,
thoughts, feelings, and actions.
At the molecular level, depressed expression of neural
cell adhesion molecules that are critical during brain development for proper synaptic structuring has been associated with
autism.9 Reductions in Purkinje cells, the largest neuronal cells
found in the cerebellum, have also been reported in people
with autism. Specifically, reduced Purkinje cell gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA) input to the cerebellar nuclei potentially disrupts cerebellar output to higher association cortices
affecting motor and/or cognitive function.10 These alterations
in the GABAergic system contribute to a more widespread
pathophysiology in autistic brains.
Many findings suggest a consistent association of unfavorable events in pregnancy, delivery, and the neonatal phase
and the pervasive developmental disorders. The disabilities in
autism emerge during the first three postnatal years and continue to evolve with ongoing development. In autism subtle
changes in morphology of specific neurons, brain connections,
and brain size occur.11 The different regions that are possibly
affected are the hippocampus, amygdala, frontal lobes, parietal lobes, cerebellum, and corpus callossum. Amygdala plays
a significant role in emotional and social processing, particularly in the areas of cognition in which individuals with autism
tend to perform much differently than typical controls. An
experimental observation in a magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) study showed increased cortical thickness in the brains
of children with autism.12 Postmortem analyses on autistic and
typically developing children revealed significantly increased
cortical thickness in the autism group. This indirectly supports
the observation that some children with autism have increased
brain volumes and head circumference. Further, patients with
autism show less amygdala activation when looking at faces
than do “typically developing” individuals. There is greater left
amygdala and left orbito-frontal cortex inactivation suggestive

of social impairment. There is greater activation in the right
anterior cingulate cortex and bilateral superior temporal sulcus in the autistic group than in controls.13
In postmortem brains, amygdalae of people with autism
had significantly fewer neurons than controls, particularly in
the “lateral nucleus.” The lower neuron levels could be because
of reduced production of neurons in the amygdala during early
development or excessive neurodegeneration. It is possible that
autism could be a result of degeneration of amygdala and possibly Purkinje cells. Autism is proposed to be associated with
abnormalities of information integration that are caused by a
reduction in the connectivity between specialized local neural
networks in the brain and possible overconnectivity within the
isolated individual neural assemblies.14 Furthermore, abnormal connections between brain areas might explain some of
the symptoms of autism. Perceptual abnormalities in autism
are associated with alteration of induced gamma activity patterns overlying visual cortical regions. Autistic participants
showed abnormal gamma activity to reflect decreased “signal to noise” because of decreased inhibitory processing.15
Regional brain volume results were found to be variable and
inconsistent. Thus, no one “autism region” was found to be
consistently affected using neuroimaging techniques. Neuroimaging has identified a social brain network and shown that
the social brain does not function normally in people with
autism. Neuroimaging has also begun to explain why people
with autism may have superior skills in some domains.16
Proper formation of connections in the brain during
childhood provides the substrate for adult perception, learning, memory, and cognition. Improper formation or function of these connections leads to many neurodevelopmental
disorders, including autism. Autism can also be caused or
influenced by nongenetic factors. Specifically, maternal viral
infection has been identified as the principal nongenetic cause
of autism. Recent studies have even indicated a genetic link
between autism and immune system genes.17 Since immune
molecules are increased following infection and are present
in the developing brain, it is possible that changes in these
immune molecules lead to changes in neuronal connectivity that underlie some forms of autism. Furthermore, shape
abnormalities in the basal ganglia have been shown to be a
good predictor of motor, social, and communicative deficits in
boys with ASD.18 Genetic studies suggest a significant association of malformations of coevolved subcortical structures
along with the basal ganglia19–21 and similar degeneration can
be expected in ASD.

Neuroanatomy of Autism

Cells of the cerebral cortex are arranged into functional units
called minicolumns.22 Each of these tiny vertical structures is
made up of about 100 neurons that act as a cohesive unit. The
axons and dendrites, which neurons use to send and receive
information, form fiber bundles that connect the columns to
one another. There is a significant difference between brains of
Autism Insights 2014:6
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autistic patients and controls in the number of minicolumns,
in the horizontal spacing that separates cell columns, and in
their internal structure, that is, relative dispersion of cells. In
autism, there are minicolumnar abnormalities in the frontal
and temporal lobes of the brain. Specifically, cell columns in
brains of autistic patients were more numerous, smaller, and
less compact in their cellular configuration with reduced neuropil space in the periphery.23 The presence of narrower minicolumns supports the theory that there is an abnormal increase
in the number of ontogenetic column units produced in some
regions of the autistic brain during corticoneurogenesis.22
One prominent feature in the neuroanatomy of autism is
the tendency to have unusually large brains.24 Brains affected
by autism have a growth spurt shortly after birth and then
slow in growth a few short years afterward. The younger but
not older brains are larger in autism than in controls. The white
matter contributes disproportionately to this volume increase
and in a nonuniform pattern suggesting postnatal pathology,
that functional connectivity among regions of autistic brains
is diminished, and that neuroinflammation (including microgliosis and astrogliosis) appears to be present in autistic brain
tissue from childhood through adulthood.
The most consistent pathological abnormality found in
autopsied cases of individuals with ASD is a decrease in the
number of cerebellar Purkinje neurons.25 Purkinje cells in the
cerebellum are rich in the neurotransmitter serotonin, which
is responsible for inhibition. Interestingly, abnormal levels of
serotonin are well-documented in individuals with autism
and may be linked to problems in mood regulation. Purkinje
neurons undergo cell death in circumstances that may cause
debilitating damage in other brain areas.
Purkinje cell vulnerability is associated with the following 10 causes: (1) ischemia, 26 (2) hypoxia, 26,27 (3) excitotoxicity, 28–32 (4) G protein dysfunction, 33,34 (5) viral infections, 35
(6) vitamin deficiencies, 28 (7) heavy metals, 36–42 (8) toxins, 30,31,43–46 (9) chronic malabsorption syndrome,47–49 and
(10) oxidative stress.50–53 It’s conceivable that a cluster of events
acting in synergy can play a role in increasing the risk of autism
and ASD.

Neurodegenerative Findings in Autism

A biological basis of autism was suggested by the finding of
developmental hypoplasia in lobules VI and VII of the cerebellar vermis.54 The ontogenetically, developmentally, and
anatomically distinct vermal lobules I to V were found to be
of normal size. However, the relationship of cerebellar vermal
atrophy to infantile autism has been disputed.55 They found
that the average relative size of lobules VI and VII of the
cerebellar vermis was no different in their 13 patients with
infantile autism when compared to that of 125 normal individuals. They found relative hypoplasia of lobules VI and VII
in patients with Rett syndrome and Sotos cerebral gigantism,
which are two disorders characterized by autistic behavior. No relative vermian atrophy was seen in other disorders
18
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associated with autistic behavior: fragile X, Angelman, adult
phenylketonuria, and Sanfilippo. Furthermore, they found a
relative atrophy of lobules VI and VII in several patients with
primary cerebellar hypoplasia and Usher syndrome type II,
syndromes not associated with autistic behavior. Autopsy and
neuroimaging studies have suggested that ASD is caused in
part by abnormal brain development. The central nervous system (CNS) structure most consistently affected in individuals
with autism is the cerebellum, with a decrease in the number
of Purkinje cells, which are present in the majority.56–58 Neurodegenerative signs are for the most part absent from these
autopsy samples, suggesting a developmental defect. Neuroimaging studies have consistently demonstrated posterior
cerebellar hypoplasia. Although the cerebellum has classically
been considered a motor control center, functional imaging
studies indicated that the cerebellum is also active during cognitive tasks that are defective in ASD, including language and
attention. Thus, the identified cerebellar defects may contribute directly to some of the behavioral abnormalities associated
with ASD. In turn, genetic alterations that perturb cerebellar
development may contribute to ASD susceptibility.

Emerging Hypotheses

The changes in Purkinje cell physiology and its vulnerability
to environmental stresses can be equated to the postnatal cell
loss. The other phenomenon which has to be accounted for
is the increased brain volume in autism concomitant to the
Purkinje cell loss. Inherent in this equation is the association
of toxicity caused by infection or heavy metals, which may
elicit neuronal insult caused by oxidative stress and thus coupling the possible involvement of glutathione. Studies have
shown that decreased glutathione levels and increased oxidative stress may play a role in the pathology.57,58 Typically, high
concentrations of sulfhydryl-reactive metal cations: mercury,
lead, bismuth, cadmium, and arsenic are found in autistic
children.59–65

Cerebellum Size and Abundance of Purkinje Cells

The size of the cerebellum is reported to be smaller in individuals with autism, and the number of cells that direct messages
to other brain areas is less. Further, males are at more risk of
neuropsychological diseases associated with cerebellar pathology, and in animal models there are noticeable sex differences
in the response to insult and genetic mutation.66 While the
mechanism that affects Purkinje cell number and cerebellar
size is not yet well described, preliminary data suggest that
reelin, an autism candidate gene, interacts with gonadal sex
hormones during cerebellar development. An interaction of
abnormal reelin expression coupled with exposure to differing levels of testosterone during brain development may contribute to the reduced number of Purkinje cells in individuals
with autism.67
Oxidative stress produces Purkinje cell death and
reduction in numbers. Importantly, research has found that
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administration of an antioxidant protects Purkinje cells
against oxidative stress. It is conceivable that some of these
children become autistic from neuronal cell death or brain
damage sometime after birth as a result of insult.68

Inflammation in the Brain

Abnormalities associated with the immune system include
derangement of antibody production, skewing of T cell subsets, aberrant cytokine profiles, and other impairments consistent with chronic inflammation and autoimmunity.69
Compared with normal control brains, the brains of the people
with ASD featured immune system activation and inflammation in the brain. This ongoing inflammatory process was
present in different areas of the brain and produced by cells
known as microglia, and astroglia, cytokines, and chemokines
were elevated and found in abnormal patterns consistent with
inflammation. These elevated cellular protein levels indicate
that they are part of the “innate” immune system in the brain,
and appear to be caused by immune abnormalities from inside
the brain.70 The findings in the brain tissue were corroborated
by studies of cerebrospinal fluid obtained from six children
with autism (ages 5 to 12 years), in which cytokines that promote inflammation were found to be elevated.

Prenatal Stressors

In general, if exposure to environmental toxicants occurs
before or after organ development, it is less vulnerable to perturbation than if exposure occurs during the development.
There is considerable prenatal development in humans and
thus it is a very critical period. Further, the critical period of
neurodevelopment is during the transplacental period in the
third trimester.68 A peak of prenatal stressors in autism is at
25–28 weeks gestation.71
A. Chemical exposure. Three well-established environmental risk factors for ASD are thalidomide, valproic acid,
and misoprostol. Prenatal exposure to chemical teratogens
including the antiseizure medications thalidomide and valproate is associated with increased incidences of ASD. Exposure
to these agents is known to produce brainstem abnormalities, which are reflected in individuals with autism. While
the mechanism by which these defects are caused by these
chemicals is being explored, the findings do raise the possibility that it may be similar to that which contributes to autism
neuropathology. The use of drugs to control epilepsy (such as
valproic acid) during pregnancy has been suggested to increase
the risk of ASD in offspring. Exposure of rats to valproic acid
during neural tube closure on embryonic day 12.5 leads to
a condition that mimics autism. These rats had significantly
fewer Purkinje cells in the cerebellar vermis and a reduction
in volume.72 Infection before birth termed prenatal infection
in mouse causes differential expression of genes in brains of
mouse progeny.73
B. Viral exposure. Viral exposure on day 9 of BALB/c
mice causes a permanent structural and functional change

in the brains of mice that leads to autism.73 The neonatal
affected brains showed a differential regulation of genes in the
neonatal brain homogenates particularly AQP4. These results
show that prenatal human influenza viral infection on day 9 of
pregnancy leads to alterations in a subset of genes in brains of
exposed offspring, potentially leading to permanent changes
in brain structure and function.
C. Prenatal ultrasonography exposure. Case-controlled
study of prenatal ultrasonography exposure in children with
delayed speech showed that the brains of the offspring were
damaged consistent with that found in the brains of people
with autism.74
D. Hyperthermia. An extensive review of literature on
maternal hyperthermia in a range of mammals found that
CNS defects appear to be the most common consequence of
hyperthermia in all species, and cell death or delay in proliferation of neuroblasts (embryonic cells that develop into nerve
cells) is believed to be one major explanation for these effects.75

Postnatal Microbial Infection

Autism occurs either before birth or many months after birth,
following a period of apparently normal growth and development. The disorder has been proposed to result from disruption of postnatal or experience-dependent synaptic plasticity.76
There are significantly fewer neurons in the autistic amygdala
overall and in its lateral nucleus. In conjunction with the findings from previous MRI studies, the autistic amygdala appears
to undergo an abnormal pattern of postnatal development that
includes early enlargement and ultimately a reduced number
of neurons.77
Postnatal infection can be carried by breast milk.78 It has
been shown that the tropism of the virus from non-neurotropic
(nasal origin) to neurotropic origin can occur by the transfer of
the influenza virus from the mother to the newborn/suckling
offspring. This was shown in the case of influenza A H3N2
virus, which penetrates the cerebral capillaries by accumulating viral antigens and increasing brain vascular permeability
causing progressive brain edema after intranasal infection of
the female in the newborn/suckling mice.

Infection Caused by Microorganisms

Maternal influenza infection causes marked behavioral and
pharmacological changes in the offspring. Maternal viral
infection is known to increase the risk of autism in the offspring. In an animal model, respiratory infection of pregnant
mice (both BALB/c and C57BL/6 strains) with the human
influenza virus yields offspring that display highly abnormal
behavioral responses as adults. As in autism, these offspring
display deficits in prepulse inhibition (PPI) in the acoustic
startle response. At least some of these behavioral changes
likely are attributable to the maternal immune response itself.
That is, maternal injection of the synthetic double-stranded
RNA polyinosinic-polycytidylic acid causes a PPI deficit in
the offspring in the absence of virus. Therefore, maternal viral
Autism Insights 2014:6
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infection has a profound effect on the behavior of adult offspring, probably via an effect of the maternal immune response
on the fetus.79
It has been postulated that a subacute, chronic tetanus
infection of the intestinal tract is the underlying cause for
symptoms of autism observed in some individuals. Extensive antibiotic use has been associated with autism. Colonization of opportunistic pathogens occurs after disruption of
protective intestinal microbiota. The vagus nerve is capable
of transporting tetanus neurotoxin (TeNT) and provides a
route of ascent from the intestinal tract to the CNS. Once in
the brain, TeNT disrupts the release of neurotransmitters by
the proteolytic cleavage of synaptobrevin, a synaptic vesicle
membrane protein. This inhibition of neurotransmitter release
would explain a wide variety of behavioral deficits apparent
in autism. Lab animals injected in the brain with TeNT have
exhibited many of these behaviors.80
Animal models in which early viral infection results in
behavioral changes later in life include the influenza virus
model in pregnant mice and the Borna disease virus model
in newborn Lewis rats.35,67,73,79,81 Many studies over the years
have presented evidence both for and against the association
of autism with various viral infections. However, in light of
recent worldwide outbreaks of avian influenza caused by low
and high pathogenic influenza strains82,83 as well as human
cases including in pregnant women,84 we provide a perspective
on molecular events associated with maternal prenatal influenza virus and autism.

Tight Junctions of Nasopharynx, Gut, and BBB

Nasopharynx and the GI tract are the possible routes of
entry for the influenza virus in the human body. This entry
is only possible by the breach of the intact epithelium. The
epithelium damage to the tight junctions linking epithelial
cells causes increased permeability allowing virus particles to
enter through the mucosal barrier of the gut and respiratory
tract into the bloodstream. Influenza first infects the upper
airway and the ciliated cells in the bronchus and bronchioli.
The respiratory epithelium is especially equipped to defend
from incoming pathogens by a layer of mucus (bronchus), ciliated cells (bronchus and bronchioli). The initial cell target of
human influenza viruses in a cell culture model of the human
airway epithelium is the nonciliated type, while in contrast,
influenza viruses from avian species infect ciliated cells.85,86
A postmortem study of tissues of a pregnant women in
China who died after infection with influenza strain H5N1
revealed viral genomic sequences and antigens in type II epithelial cells of the lungs, ciliated and nonciliated epithelial
cells of the trachea, T cells of the lymph node, neurons of
the brain, and Hof bauer cells and cytotrophoblasts of the
placenta.84 Irrespective of the cell type involved, the breach
of the nasal epithelium is the only mechanism by which the
virus will enter the body. Thus, the breach will involve the
TJPs and GJPs.
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In a mouse model, human influenza virus strain H1N1
caused behavioral symptoms in progeny very akin to what is
seen in autism.73 This would imply that the virus enters the
progeny of the mice that have been exposed to influenza virus
after 12.5 days of conception. This entry again is possible only
when the placental barrier is easily breached such that the
developing embryo having a leaky barrier allows the virus to
damage the CNS development.
Gastrointestinal symptoms, inflammation, and dysfunction are observed in children with autism. Mild to moderate
degrees of inflammation were found in both the upper and
lower intestinal tract. In addition, decreased sulfation capacity of the liver, pathologic intestinal permeability, increased
secretory response to intravenous secretin injection, and
decreased digestive enzyme activities were reported in many
children with autism.87,88
The BBB is a very specialized barrier system of endothelial cells that separates the blood from the underlying brain
cells, providing protection to brain cells and preserving brain
homeostasis (stability). The BBB formed by brain microvascular endothelial cells regulates the passage of molecules and
leukocytes in and out of the brain. The brain endothelium has
a complex arrangement of tight junctions between the cells
that restrict the passage of molecules. This physical barrier
is further enhanced by interactions with glial processes that
form end-feet and surround the brain microvessels. Oxidative
stress is a major underlying cause of neurodegenerative and
neuroinflammatory disorders and BBB injury associated with
them. Furthermore, serum S100B, a marker of neurological
damage, significantly correlated to autistic severity. Autistic
children had significantly higher serum S100B protein levels (207 ± 53 pg/ml) than healthy controls (171 ± 35 pg/ml).
Patients with severe autism had considerably higher serum
S100B levels (222.5 ± 53 pg/ml). This increase did not correlate with the serum levels of anti-ribosomal P proteins.88 This
study highlights the significance of finding new mechanisms
to explain the elevated serum S100B levels in autism.

Importance of Proteins at the BBB

BBB, which is formed by the tightly packed endothelial cells
that line cerebral microvessels, has an important role in maintaining a precisely regulated microenvironment for reliable
neuronal signaling. This higher density restricts passage of
substances from the bloodstream much more than endothelial cells in capillaries elsewhere in the body. Astrocyte cells
called astrocytic feet surround the endothelial cells of the
BBB, providing biochemical support to those cells. The association of brain microvessels, astrocytes, and neurons forms
functional “neurovascular units,” where endothelial cells participate in the modular organization. Specific interactions
between the brain endothelium, astrocytes, and neurons regulate BBB function.89 The BBB prevents many bloodborne
toxins, bacteria, and viruses from infecting the nerve cells of
the brain.
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Matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) and tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases 1 (TIMP-1) play important roles
in the function of the BBB. These metalloproteinases were
determined in influenza virus infection, and this outcome
suggests that MMP-8 and TIMP-1 damage the BBB. This
injury is brought about by influenza virus infectivity.90 After
infection with influenza A virus, the BBB was penetrated
and destroyed. Thus, infection by influenza A virus increases
brain vascular permeability.91 If the permeability is altered in
adults, the consequence of influenza virus infection in developing infants would be damaging to the neuronal cells of the
brain. The infectivity and pathogenicity of influenza virus are
primarily determined by host cellular trypsin-type processing
proteases, which cleave the viral membrane fusion glycoprotein hemagglutinin (HA). Therefore, the distribution of the
processing protease is a major determinant of the infectious
organ tropism.92
Abnormal neuronal development was associated with
vascular malformations and a leaky BBB. Leakiness causes
increased uptake of fluorescent albumin by neurons, but not
glia.93 Abnormal neuronal development was associated with
vascular malformations and a leaky BBB.94 Protein extravasation and uptake of fluorescent albumin by neurons, but not
glia, was commonly associated with abnormal cortical development. Neuronal hyperexcitability was also a hallmark of
these abnormal cortical regions. These results suggest that
prenatal vasculogenesis is required to support normal neuronal migration and maturation. Altering this process leads to
failure of normal cerebrovascular development and may have a
profound implication for CNS maturation.93

TJPs

TJPs regulate the paracellular pathway for the movement of
ions and solutes in-between epithelial cells. TJPs consist of
the transmembrane proteins occludin and claudin, and the
cytoplasmic scaffolding proteins ZO-1, -2, and -3.95 Tight
junctions are the primary mechanism that regulates whether
the epithelium is tight or leaky. This is because of proteins in
the claudin family that form a seal to both restrict paracellular
diffusion and permit specific transport of ions between cells
across the epithelial barrier. There are nearly 20 different claudins, and cells simultaneously express several claudins. How
cells use multiple claudins to regulate epithelial barrier function is unknown.

GJPs: Brain Neuronal Cells and Immune
Cells Connection

GJPs consist of channels composed of proteins in the connexin
family 96 and are important for migration of embryonic neurons
to the cortex.97 Gap junction channels enable the direct diffusion of molecules from one cell to its nearest neighbor. These
molecules include metabolites (ATP), antioxidants (glutathione), signaling molecules (cAMP, inositol trisphosphate), and
ions (calcium). The sites where certain neurons connect, called

neuronal gap junctions or electrical synapse,98 are sensitive to
environmental agents and have downstream effects on cell
growth and reproduction, and possibly on migration of neuronal precursors to their appropriate destinations. Disruption
of the gap junction by biophysical and environmental factors
will help identify the cause of cortical malformation. This will
be relevant to a better understanding of brain development
as well as the causes of ASD. Deficits in neuronal migration
and formation of different layers of the cortex may lead to the
neuropathological and behavioral features observed in autism.
Autism has a dominance of CD8+ cells, together with
increased intraepithelial lymphocytes in the GI tract. Proliferation of foveolar epithelium was similarly increased in
autism. These findings demonstrate a focal CD8-dominated
gastritis in autistic children.99 Further, TJPs/GJPs have been
associated with intestinal intraepithelial cells, and thus a
possibility to play a role in gut and immune connection and
also an immune and brain connection.100 Mice with a mutation in GJP in neuronal cells, called neuroligin-3, showed an
increase in the signaling of inhibitory neurotransmitters and
an impaired ability to interact socially with other mice.101 This
could serve as a good experimental animal model where there
is social defect without a mental deficit in autism.

AQPs

The regional and global elevations in white matter T2 suggest abnormalities of white matter tissue water content in
autism, which may represent a neurobiological basis for the
aberrant cortical connectivity hypothesized to underlie the
disorder.102 The flux of water is controlled by a family of bidirectional water channel proteins called aquaporins (AQPs;
Fig. 2). Transcripts of AQP1, AQP3, AQP4, AQP5, AQP8,
and AQP9 are detected in the brain.103 Especially in astrocytes, AQP4 is abundantly expressed in end-feet at the BBB.
Brain AQPs play important roles in the regulation of water
homeostasis and the cerebrospinal fluid formation. Recently,
AQP4 and to a smaller extent AQP9 have been reported to
be involved in the brain water accumulation in brain edema.
Studies of transgenic mouse and brain injury models reveal
that AQP4 may play a role not in the edema formation, but in
the fluid elimination.104 AQP4 mRNA is upregulated where
the BBB is compromised.105
Prenatal human influenza viral infection on day 9 of
pregnancy in BALB/c mice leads to alterations in a subset of
genes in brains of exposed offspring leading to autism.73 This
gene regulation was determined in offspring of BALB/c mice
using microarray technology. The results showed that autism
leads to permanent changes in brain structure and function,
especially dealing with transporters in particular AQP4. The
nonfunctional aquaporin AQP11 is expressed in Purkinje
cell dendrites, hippocampal neurons of CA1 and CA2, and
cerebral cortical neurons.106 Purkinje cells are target cells for
autism. The defect in AQP11, addition or some change in
the gene sequence or some peptide signaling, may alter the
Autism Insights 2014:6
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Figure 2. (A) Interactions of trialkylammonium cation with loop E of AQP1 at the heavy metal interaction site. (B) In silico model of Hg2+ –AQP1 complex
indicative of pore constriction.

function of branching in dendrites. AQP11 has a tri-cysteine
motif, a high affinity mercury ion (Hg2+) binding site. However a specific role for this binding event in a nonfunctional
AQP is yet to be identified. Most AQPs have the potential to
interact with cations including copper (Cu 2+), mercury (Hg2+),
and cadmium (Cd 2+) at the triethylammonium cation binding site as illustrated in Figure 2 which encompasses the loop
E.107 These interactions could potentially alter pore geometry
and alter solute transport (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, environmental exposure to various endocrine disrupting chemicals

(Fig. 3) and parasitic infections108 can simultaneously alter the
expression of multiple targets (AQP, TJP, GJP) indicating the
importance of studies focused on the role of environmental
factors altering barrier proteins and transport to get a clear
understanding of risk factors pertinent to ASD.

Genetics of Autism

Although autism has been associated with many genetic and
environmental causes, it is not a single disorder, but rather
a complex disorder that has distinct causes but they often

Figure 3. Environmental exposure to chemicals that affect multiple targets implicated in ASD (AQPs [LHS], barrier/junction proteins [RHS]).
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co-occur. An estimated heritability of above 90% was reported
in early studies of twins. The risk of having one or more features of the broader autism phenotype might be as high as
30% for adult siblings illustrating the importance of genetics.
Chromosomal abnormalities including deletion, duplication,
and inversion are implicated in autism. Multiple mutations
and involvement of more than one gene are often implicated.
Furthermore, different sets of mutations may be involved
in different cases. To date, the actual mutations or sets that
increase the risk of autism have not been identified. The ideogram generated based on reported studies suggests that every
human chromosome may be involved.
Using array comparative genomic hybridization, spontaneous alterations in the genetic material have been reported for
about 10% of families with one autistic child. The study also
illustrated that a substantial fraction of autism may be highly
heritable but not inherited. Exposure to known teratogens such
as thalidomide, valproic acid, or misoprostol during early weeks
of pregnancy, though rare, is related to the risk of autism.
Interactions among related genes revealed that complex genetic interactions account for autism risk. The genes
involved normally in the dampening of nerve impulses contribute to the disease. GABA, a neurotransmitter, fires on
GABA receptors on neurons to trigger an inhibitory response.
The GABA receptor genes in autism exert their influence via
complex gene–gene interactions. Interactions between the
GABA receptor genes GABRA4 and GABRB1 have been
associated with autism risk.109 OMIM (Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man) links 263 genes to autism and ASD.
The homeobox transcription factor ENGRAILED 2
(EN2) is an ASD susceptibility gene. En2 knockout mice
(En2(-/-)) display subtle cerebellar neuropathological changes
similar to what has been observed in the ASD brain.110 The
cerebellum is thought to control many of the functions that
are impaired in autistic children, such as language and attention span; En2(-/-) mice display behavioral and neurochemical changes, in addition to genetic and neuropathological
changes, relevant to ASD. Therefore, these mice may be useful
as an animal model of autism. Surveys showed the possibility
of prenatal stressors as a potential cause of autism.

Summary

Autism is an urgent public health issue that is increasing at
an alarming rate.111 Abnormal brain development as well as
neurodegenerative finding can be traced to pre- and postnatal
alterations. Purkinje cell loss is found in autistic individuals
compared to controls. A variety of etiology has been proposed
for autism including maternal viral infection. Interactions
among related genes revealed that complex genetic interactions account for autism risk. The genes involved normally in
the dampening of nerve impulses contribute to the disease.
Genetic factors play a key role in autism. Based on a maternal prenatal model of autism caused by influenza virus, the
early events that trigger this complex cluster of neurological

 isorders may involve the breach of nasal epithelial cells,
d
which leads to the influx of water which in turn damages the
developing neurons during the early stages of brain development. Alternatively neurodegenerative disorders can be caused
by the interaction of environmental agents like heavy metals
with transport proteins like AQPs and GJP complexes embedded in the neuronal network during synaptogenesis.
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